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FORWARD 

This Service Manual, (Part No. W10376706B), provides the Commercial Laundry 
Service Professional with information on the installation, operation, and service of the 
Whirlpool Commercial 2013 New Energy Advantage Topload Washer. For specific 
information on the model being serviced, refer to the “Installation Instructions,” or 
“Tech Sheet” provided with the washing machine. The Wiring Diagrams used in this 
Service Manual are typical and should be used for training purposes only. Always use 
the Wiring Diagram supplied with the product when servicing the washing machine.

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
 
The goal of this Service Manual is to provide information that will enable the 
Commercial Laundry Service Professional to properly diagnose malfunctions and 
repair the Whirlpool Commercial 2013 New Energy Advantage Topload Washer. 
The objectives of this Service Manual are to: 

Understand and follow proper safety messages.

Understand and diagnose improper installations.

Successfully troubleshoot and diagnose malfunctions.

Successfully perform necessary repairs.

Successfully return the washing machine to its proper operational status.

•

•

•

•

•
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INTERACTIVE SERVICE MANUAL INSTRUCTIONS
Click the mouse on any topic in the table of contents to go directly to that section.

Click the mouse on any link that says (See page ?-?) to go directly to the page referenced.
Click the mouse on any button in the links section to open the attached document.

This symbol means a video clip is available.  Click the mouse on the camera icon  
to view the video.  To close the movie, click the X box at the top corner of the video window.

System requirements to view the video clips in this manual are:
Windows 2000 or higher, Adobe® Acrobat® Reader® version 6 or higher, 

Windows Media Player for PC and Quicktime Player for Macintosh computers.
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GENERAL

IMPORTANT
Electrostatic Discharge (ESD)

Sensitive Electronics
ESD problems are present everywhere. ESD may damage or weaken
the electronic control assembly. The new control assembly may appear
to work well after repair is finished, but failure may occur at a later date
due to ESD stress.

• Use an anti-static wrist strap. Connect wrist strap to green ground
connection point or unpainted metal in the appliance
        -OR-
Touch your finger repeatedly to a green ground connection point or
unpainted metal in the appliance.
• Before removing the part from its package, touch the anti-static bag
to a green ground connection point or unpainted metal in the
appliance.
• Avoid touching electronic parts or terminal contacts; handle
electronic control assembly by edges only.
• When repackaging failed electronic control assembly in anti-static
bag, observe above instructions.

WASHING MACHINE SAFETY
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MODEL & SERIAL NUMBER DATA PLATE 
AND TECH SHEET LOCATION

Model & Serial 
Number Data Plate

Tech Sheet with Wiring Diagram:  
Located in a plastic bag adhered to the inside of the cabinet.  

To access, lift the top of the washing machine
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WARRANTY®

® ®

12/12
®

CAE2743, CAE2793, CEM2743, CEM2793, CGM2743, CGM2793

90 DAY LIMITED WARRANTY (PARTS AND LABOR)
For 90 days from the original date of purchase, when this commercial appliance is installed, maintained and operated according 
to instructions attached to or furnished with the product, Whirlpool Corporation (hereafter “Whirlpool”) will pay for factory speci�ed 
replacement parts and repair labor to correct defects in materials or workmanship that existed when this commercial appliance was 
purchased.

TWO YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY (PARTS ONLY)

For the �rst two years from the date of purchase, when this major appliance is installed, maintained and operated according to the 
instructions attached to or furnished with the product, Whirlpool will pay for factory speci�ed replacement parts to correct defects in 
materials or workmanship that existed when this commercial appliance was purchased. 
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THEORY OF OPERATION
INTRODUCTION
The Washer  several familiar features 

signs integrat  them into this new design.

DRIVE SYSTEM
Motor – Bi-directional PSC (Permanent Split Capacitor) 120VAC. Agitation and variable 
spin speeds are accomplished by applying power in pulses.

Transmission – The transmission is a non-serviceable belt driven component.
- Inner shaft top splines connect to the agitator.
- Bottom splines connect to the splutch pulley. 
- Outer shafts top splines connect to the basket. 
- Bottom splines connect to the inner splines of the splutch cam.

DRIVE SYSTEM

THEORY OF OPERATION
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Splutch – The splutch is made up of five parts; a spring, housing, cam ring, basket drive gear 
and pulley. The pulley is connected to the agitator through the agitator shaft. The agitator al-
ways moves with the pulley. The basket drive gear is connected to the basket by the inner 
splines contacting the outer splines of the transmission. The cam ring raises and lowers the 
basket drive gear. When the basket drive gear teeth are engaged to the pulley teeth the basket 
will spin along with the agi .
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SHIFTER / ACTUATOR

The actuator serves several functions. It has a synchronous motor that shifts the splutch slider 
and monitors the position of the splutch. It also houses a transmission speed/position optical 
sensor. 

The shifter motor rotates a cam, attached to the shifter arm.  The shifter arm moves the 
transmission lever which engages or disengages the transmission allowing agitate or spin.  When 
the shifter is up in this position, the washing machine is in spin, wetting or sensing modes. The 
teeth of the splutch are engaged with the teeth of the pulley and the motor turns the pulley in a 
direction for spin. When the shifter pulls the lever down it disengages the teeth from the pulley.  
The washing machine is in agitate.  The length of each stroke is controlled by the CCU. There are 
three different patterns.  
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AGIPELLER

Agipeller

Direction 
Of Clothes 
Movement

Basket 
Alignment 

Collar

Labyrinth

WATER LEVELS
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LID LOCk

Since this washer does not utilize a brake, a lid lock is used to prevent access during use. During 
a cycle, a lid lock mechanism will lock the lid. The lid must be closed for the washer to fill, wash, 
drain, or spin. The lock mechanism houses a switch that senses the lid is down, a latch solenoid 
and a magnetic reed switch to confirm that the lid is locked. The lid lock is specially designed to 
give way if forced open, however, cycle will be lost without credit given.
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CONTROL PANEL AND FEATURES

preset speeds cannot be changed. 

The wash time is preset for each wash cycle.
CYCLE TIME

3-5

CONTROL PANEL AND FEATURES

ENERGY ADVANTAGE TOPLOAD WASHER
This washer is specially designed to con-
serve energy and water. Each cycle, along 
with any selected options, will result in differ-
ent energy and water usage. As you make 
your cycle and temperature selections, the 
energy savings will vary. Factory preset
cycles will save the most energy and water.

CYCLE SELECTOR KNOB
Use the Wash Cycle Selector Knob to select
cycles on the washer. Turn the knob to se-
lect a cycle for various  laundry loads types.

CYCLE OPTIONS
When a cycle is selected, its default settings 
will appear on display models . On the LED 
models, no additional options are available.

TEMPERATURES
Temperature Control senses and maintains
uniform water temperatures by regulating
incoming hot and cold water.
Select a wash temperature based on the
type of fabric and soils being washed. For
best results and following the garment label 
instructions, use the warmest wash water
safe for the fabric.

• Warmandhot waterwillbecooler than what
  any previous washer type provided.

• Even in Cool wash, some warm water may
be added to the washer to maintain a
minimum temperature.

Selecting the various cycles will increase or
decrease cycle times.

SPIN SPEED
This washer automatically selects the spin 
speed based on the cycle selected. The
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CONTROL PANEL AND FEATURES (CONTINUED)

The estimated cycle time remaining
changes due to several factors.

excessive

Factors such as load size and water 

EST TIME REMAINING 

cycle time, as well.
 suds may cause the washer to adjust the 
loading, unbalanced loads, or 
pressure may affect the cycle time. Over-

3-6

CONTROL PANEL AND FEATURES (continued)

CYCLE STATUS LIGHTS INDICATOR
The Cycle Status Lights shows the progress 
of a cycle. At each stage of the process, you 
may notice sounds or pauses that are differ-
ent from traditional washers.

SENSING
When the START button is pressed, the 
washer will first perform a self-test on the lid 
lock mechanism. You will hear a click, the 
basket will make a slight turn, and the lid will 
unlock briefly before locking again. Once the 
lid has locked the second time, the washer 
will slowly spin the dry load to estimate 
the load size, and begin adding water. The
washer will then move the load briefly, pause 
to allow water to soak in to the load, and re-
sume adding water. This process may repeat 
until the correct amount of water has been 
added for the load. You may also hear water 
flowing through the dispenser, adding deter-
gent to the load.

NOTE: The sensing light may also come on 
during the Soak and Wash portions of the 
cycle. This is normal.

SPECIFICATIONS

Washer Specifications
Voltage: 100 - 135 VAC
Frequency: 57 - 63 Hz
Maximum Amps: 12 Amps
Circuit Protection: 15 Amp Fast Blow Fuse
Water Pressure: 15 - 125 PSI
Drain Height: 34 in. to 8 ft. (86 cm to 244 cm)
Operating Temperature Range: 40 - 115°F (4.5 - 46°C)
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USING LAUNDRY PRODUCTS & BLEACH DISPENSER

load is spinning at high speed.
close the lid and press START again to restart washer cycle.

T button for three seconds to pause the cycle;
movement has stopped. This

Press the STAR

Press the START button to start the wash cycle. 

Use the proper amount of fabric softener based on load size. 
optional fabric softener dispenser.
washer bottom with the detergent unless washer has the 
Pour a measured amount of liquid fabric softener into the 

USING LAUNDR RESNEPSIDHCAELB &STCUDORPY

cycle delays and poor wash results.
Adding too much detergent  causes 
washer prior to loading of the clothes.
Efficiency detergent into bottom of the
Add a measured amount of HE High 
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IMPORTANT:

creates excessive sudsing with a regular non-HE detergent.
Using regular detergent will likely result in longer cycle times and 
reduced rinsing performance. It may also result in component 
failures and noticeable mold or mildew. HE detergents are made 
to produce the right amount of suds for the best performance. 
Follow the manufacturer’s instructions to determine the amount 
of detergent to use. 

NOTE: If using an Oxi laundry boost product, add to the bottom 
of the washer basket before adding clothes.

HELPFUL TIP: See “Washer Maintenance” for information
on recommended method of cleaning washer dispenser trays.

NOTE: Do not use liquid fabric softener dispenser balls in this 
washer. They will not dispense correctly.

Add liquid chlorine bleach 
      to dispenser

Liquidchlorine

Liquid
Chlorine Bleach

Do not use color-safe bleach or Oxi products in the same
cycle with liquid chlorine bleach.

Starting Your Washer

rPdi Lesol C rehsawnonrutot TRA TSsse

Liquid chlorine 
bleach dispenser

Select Cycle 

may do so only while the LED is flashing.

When cycle has ended the Done light will be lit.

Promptly remove garments after cycle has completed to
prevent odor, reduce wrinkling, and rusting of metal hooks,
zippers, and snaps.

NOTE:
If you need to open the lid to add 1 or 2 missed garments, you 

lid will unlock once the washer
may take several minutes if the
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WASHING MACHINE MAINTENANCE

CLEANING YOUR WASHER
Keep the washer as clean and fresh as the cleaned clothes.  
To keep washer interior odor-free, follow this recommended 
cleaning procedure:

1. Make sure the washer is empty.
2.  Using recommended AFFRESH™ washer cleaner,  

add one tablet to washer drum
 OR
    If using liquid chlorine bleach, add 1 cup (250 mL) to  
    liquid chlorine bleach dispenser.

IMPORTANT: Do not add detergent to CLEAN WASHER 
with the Clean cycle. Do not use more than recommended 
amount of bleach to avoid damaging product over time.
3. Close washer lid.

5. Select CLEAN WASHER Cycle.  
6. Press START. Water will pour into washer  

for a moment and pause, lid will lock, then cycle  
will continue.

NOTE: For best results, do not interrupt cycle. If cycle must 
be interrupted, press START for 8   to 10 seconds. 
Run aTest cycle to make sure cleaner or bleach have been 
rinsed from the washer.

To clean exterior:
1. Use a soft, damp cloth or sponge to wipe up any spills.
2. Use all-purpose surface cleaner, if needed. 
IMPORTANT:
do not use abrasive products.

Replace inlet hoses after 5 years of use to reduce the risk 
of hose failure. Periodically inspect and replace inlet hoses 
if bulges, kinks, cuts, wear, or leaks are found.
When replacing your inlet hoses, mark the date of 
replacement on the label with a permanent marker.

WATER INLET HOSES

4. Use Tech Sheet to find the CLEAN WASHER CYLCLE.
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For complete installation instructions
See Links to documents page.

INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS

TOOLS AND PARTS
Gather the required tools and parts before 
starting installation. A. Water inlet hoses (2)

B. Inlet hose washers (4)
C. Drain hose with clamp, U-form & cable tie

Parts supplied:

A. B. C.

Level Pliers

Adjustable Wrench Flat Blade 
Screwdriver

Utility Knife

Tools Needed:

Optional Tools

Flashlight Bucket
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DIMENSIONS

271/2"
(699 mm )

35"
(889 mm)

Non-coin-operated
models:

61/4"
(159 mm )

Coin-operated
models:

81/4"
(210 mm )

1"
(25 mm )

27"
(686 mm)

4

431/4"
(1.098 m)

27"
(686 mm)

351/2"
(902 mm)

41/4"
(108 mm)

1"
(25 mm)

61/2"
(165 mm)

36"
(914 mm)

411/4"
(1.047 m)

101/2"
(267 mm)

16"
(406 mm)

51/2"
(140 mm)

Front View

Back View

Side View

NOTE:  Service panel not included on some models.
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A floor drain under the bulkhead. 
Prefabricated bulkheads with electrical 
outlets, water inlet lines, and drain facilities 
should be used only where local codes 
permit. 

 
Recessed Area or Closet Installation 

This washer may be installed in a recessed 
area or closet. The installation dimensions 
shown are the minimum spaces allowable. 
Additional spacing should be considered for 
ease of installation and servicing. If closet 
door is installed, the minimum air openings 
in top and bottom of door are required. 
Louvered doors with air openings in top 
and bottom are acceptable. Companion 
appliance spacing should be considered. 
Minimum installation spacing

n

n

LOCATION REQUIREMENTS

Selecting the proper location for your washer 
improves performance and minimizes noise 
and possible washer “walk.” 

Your washer can be installed in a basement, 
laundry room, or recessed area. See “Drain 
System.” 

Companion appliance location requirements 
should also be considered. 

IMPORTANT: Do not install or store the 
washer where it will be exposed to the 
weather. Do not store or operate the washer 
in temperatures at or below 32°F (0°C). Some 
water can remain in the washer and can 
cause damage in low temperatures. Proper 
installation is your responsibility. 

You will need: 
A water heater set to 120°F (49°C). 

A grounded electrical outlet located within 4 
ft. (1.2 m) of power cord on back of washer. 
See “Electrical Requirements.” 

Hot and cold water faucets located within 4 
ft. (1.2 m) of hot and cold water fill valves on 
washer, and water pressure of 10-100 psi 
(69-690 kPa). A pressure reduction valve 
should be used in the supply line where 
inlet pressure entering the building exceeds 
100 PSI (690 kPa) to avoid damage to the 
washer mixing valve. 

Single washer installations require 12” 
(300 mm) minimum risers to provide an air 
cushion and avoid noise and damage to 
valves. 

A level floor with maximum slope of 1” (25 
mm) under entire washer. Installing on 
carpet is not recommended. 

Floor must support washer’s total weight 
(with water and load) of 315 lbs (143 kgs). 

n

n

n

n

n

n
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Floor drain system

Floor drain system requires a Siphon Break 
Kit (Part Number 285834). Minimum siphon 
break: 28” (710 mm) from bottom of washer. 
Additional hoses may be needed.

Laundry tub drain system

Minimum capacity: 20 gal. (76 L). The top of 
the laundry tub must be at least 39” (990 mm) 
above floor.

DRAIN SYSTEM

Drain system can be installed using a floor 
drain, wall standpipe, floor standpipe, or 
laundry tub. Select method you need.

Floor standpipe drain system

Minimum diameter for a standpipe drain: 2” 
(51 mm). Minimum carry-away capacity: 10 
gal. (38 L) per minute. Top of standpipe must 
be at least 39” (990 mm) high; install no higher 
than 96” (2.44 m) from bottom of washer.

Wall standpipe drain system

See requirements for floor standpipe drain 
system.

4.5"
(114 mm)

39"
(990 mm)

4.5"
(114 mm)

39"
(990 mm)

4.5"
(114 mm)
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WASHER MAINTENANCE

Fire Hazard

Never place items in the washer that 
are dampened with gasoline or other 
flammable fluids.

No washer can completely remove oil.

Do not dry anything that has ever had 
any type of oil on it (including cooking 
oils).

Doing so can result in death, explosion, 
or fire.

WARNING

It is recommended that fiberglass items not 
be washed in coin-operated washers. If these 
items are washed in the washer, run the 
washer through a complete cycle to rinse any 
residue away that might be left in the washer.

TRANSPORTING YOUR 
WASHER

Shut off both water faucets. Disconnect and 
drain water inlet hoses.

Disconnect drain from drain system and 
drain any remaining water into a pan or 
bucket. Disconnect drain hose from back of 
washer.

Unplug power cord.

Place inlet hoses and drain hose inside 
washer basket.

Drape power cord over edge and into 
washer basket.

Place packing tray from original shipping 
materials back inside washer. If you do not 
have packing tray, place heavy blankets 
or towels into basket opening. Close lid 
and place tape over lid and down front 
of washer. Keep lid taped until washer 
is placed in new location.  Insert original 
shipping cone into base of the washing 
machine to stabilize motor and transmission 
during transportation.

n

n

n

n

n

n

OPERATING TIPS
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ALTERNATIVE PARTS

Your installation may require additional parts. 
If you are interested in purchasing one of the 
items listed here, call the toll-free number in 
the “If You Need Assistance” section.

If You Have: You Will Need:
Overhead sewer Standard 20 gal. (76 

L) 39” (990 mm) tall 
drain tub or utility 
sink, sump pump and 
connectors (available 
from local plumbing 
suppliers)

1” (25 mm) standpipe 2” (51 mm) diameter 
to  1” (25 mm) 
diameter Standpipe 
Adapter Part Number 
3363920
Connector Kit Part 
Number 285835

Lint clogged drain Drain Protector Part 
Number 367031 
Connector Kit Part 
Number 285835

Floor drain system Siphon break, Part 
Number 285834 
Connector Kit (x2) 
Part Number 285835 
Extension Drain 
Hose Part Number 
285863

Water faucets 
beyond reach of fill 
hoses

2 longer water fill 
hoses:  6 ft. (1.8 m) 
90° bend hose
Part Number 76314, 
10 ft. (3.0 m) Part 
Number 350008
Washer drip trays
Part Number 
8212526

Whirlpool Corporation, Benton Harbor, 
Michigan 49022, U.S.A.

IF YOU NEED ASSISTANCE

Contact your authorized Commercial 
Laundry distributor. To locate your authorized 
Commercial Laundry distributor,  
or for web inquiries, visit  
www.WhirlpoolCommercialLaundry.com.  

If you cannot locate your distributor, the 
Commercial Laundry Support Center will 
answer any questions about operating or 
maintaining your washer not covered in the 
Installation Instructions.

Just dial 1-800-662-3587 — the call is toll 
free.

When you call, you will need the washer 
model number and serial number. Both 
numbers can be found on the model serial 
number data plate located on the washer. 
(See page 1-3)

http://www.whirlpoolcommerciallaundry.com
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OPTIONAL SECURITY 
BOLTS

Optional Security Bolt (#3353994) and Cone 
(#356674) are available to secure the top to 
the cabinet. 

Install one bolt and cone in the console down 
into the cage nut in the cabinet.

Install the other bolt and cone in the service 
access area of the metercase down into the 
cage nut in the cabinet.

METERCASE EQUIPPED 
MODEL INFORMATION

Coin equipped models include:

A lock in the service access door

Coin slide with extension and switch

Coin box 

The service access door key is shipped taped 
in front of or inside the coin box. 

Coin equipped models have a code on a 
sticker inside the coin box. This code should 
be written down by the owner in case the key 
for the coin box needs to be remade.

n

n

n
Cage Nut

Cage Nut
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NOTE:  The top will rest in the open position 
on the supports.

OPTIONAL TOP SUPPORTS

Remove two 1/4” hex head screws from the 
top corners of the cabinet. There are three 
screws in the top corners, remove the top 
and bottom of the three. 

Use the holes on the left of the support for 
installation on the left and the holes on the 
right for installation on the right, as viewed 
from back.  

1.

2.

Two 1/4” Hex 
Head Screws
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COMPONENT ACCESS

Unplug washer or disconnect power.

Turn off the water supply to the washer. 

1.

2.

Remove the two top T-20 security screws 
on the control panel. 

To avoid damage, lay a towel on the washer 
top and place the control panel on the towel. 

Components located in the console are: 
the CCU, water valves, thermistor, water 
temperature control, jumper board for 
selecting OPL operation, specific coin 
acceptors, as well as rinse and temperature 
options, the pressure transducer air hose 
connection, power cord and ground wire. 
Some models will also have an automatic lid 
lock release control in the console.

3.

4.

5.

CONTROL PANEL - ACCESS

Electrical Shock Hazard
Disconnect power before servicing.

Failure to do so can result in death or
electrical shock.

Replace all parts and panels before
operating.

Two Top T-20 
Security Screws

Hot Water 
Valve

Cold Water 
Valve

Thermistor Jumper 
Board

Water Temperature 
Control

Central Control 
Unit (CCU)

Pressure 
Transducer 

Air Hose

Power Cord

Ground 
Wires

Location For 
Optional ERM

COMPONENTS IN THE CONSOLE
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Open the control panel. (See page 3-1)

Remove two 1/4” hex head screws from the 
left end of the CCU. 

Lift left edge and pull tab on the right end of 
the CCU out of the slot in the control panel. 

1.

2.

3.

This connector is used for the Electronic 
Release Module (ERM) on certain models. 

Disconnect the wires from the CCU.  
(See page 3-3)

To remove the cover from the CCU, use a 
flat blade screwdriver to pry the tabs out of 
the slots of the cover and remove it.

  Lift the CCU board out of the base.

4.

5.

6.

7.

CENTRAL CONTROL UNIT

Electrical Shock Hazard
Disconnect power before servicing.

Failure to do so can result in death or
electrical shock.

Replace all parts and panels before
operating.

Two 1/4” Hex 
Head Screws

Slot

Tab

Connector 
For ERM

Tabs
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Press the two locking tabs and pull the plug 
for the shifter off of connector at J2. 

The red wires for the temperature control 
connect to the red rast connector. Push the 
locking tab away from the plug and pull it off 
the connector. 

The black wires for the pressure transducer 
connect to the black rast connector. Push 
the locking tab away from the plug and pull 
it off the connector. 

6.

7.

8.

Remove J7 power plug by pulling it out of 
the connector. There is no lock on this plug. 

Press the two locking tabs and pull the plug 
off the connector at J16. This connector 
supplies power and control to components 
in the cabinet of the washing machine 

Press the two locking tabs and pull the lid 
lock plug off the connector at J15. 

Pull the pressure transducer air hose off the 
nipple on the CCU. 

Press the locking tab and pull the plug for 
both the thermistor and water valves off 
the connector at J3. The thermistor is part 
of this wire harness.  The replacement part 
includes the wire harness for the hot and 
cold water inlet valves and the thermistor.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

CENTRAL CONTROL UNIT CONNECTIONS

J2 Shifter
J11 Pressure 
Transducer

J10 Temperature 
Control

Diagnostic 
LED

J7 Power 
Cord

J16 PSC 
Motor / Drain

J15 Lid 
Lock

J3 Thermistor / 
Water Valves

Pressure 
Transducer 

Nipple
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Remove the CCU.  (See page 3-2)

The light pipes attached to the control panel 
are rubber tubes that keep the LED’s on the 
board from diffusing which makes the light 
brighter on the control panel. 

To remove the light pipes, pull them up off 
the light lenses, which are attached to the 
control panel with double stick tape. 

1.

2.

3.

Access and remove the start button from the 
CCU assembly. Use a flat blade screwdriver 
to pry the button up off the cross shaped 
post. 

To remove the start button bezel press 
the four clips inside the control panel and 
remove the bezel from the front of the 
control panel. 

4.

5.

LIGHT PIPES

Electrical Shock Hazard
Disconnect power before servicing.

Failure to do so can result in death or
electrical shock.

Replace all parts and panels before
operating.

Light Pipes

LED’s

Light Pipes

Light Lenses

Cross 
Shaped Post

Start Button

One Of 
Four Clips

START BUTTON
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Remove the two top T-20 security screws 
on the control panel. 

Remove the two bottom T-20 security 
screws on the control panel.

1.

2.

Lift the facia and pull the plastic water shield 
out of the slot in the control panel. 

Remove the cycle selector knob and bezel.  
 
NOTE:  The bezel for the cycle selector 
knob has three pegs that fit into holes in 
the control panel, and an arrow that should 
point up, when reassembling the bezel and 
button.

3.

4.

FACIA AND CONTROL kNOBS

Electrical Shock Hazard
Disconnect power before servicing.

Failure to do so can result in death or
electrical shock.

Replace all parts and panels before
operating.

Two Top T-20 
Security Screws

Two Bottom T-20 
Security Screws

Water Shield Water Shield Slot

Arrow
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Remove the facia. (See page 3-5) 

Use a flat blade screwdriver to pry the 
knob off the post of the water temperature 
control. 

The knob has a spring clip that holds it on 
the shaft. 

1.

2.

3.

Lift the locking tab and turn the control 45 
degrees to release it from the inside of the 
control panel. 

NOTE:  The water temperature control may 
be called a rotary encoder in the parts list.

4.

WATER TEMPERATURE CONTROL

Electrical Shock Hazard
Disconnect power before servicing.

Failure to do so can result in death or
electrical shock.

Replace all parts and panels before
operating.
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Open the control panel. (See page 3-1)

Remove two 5/16” hex head screws that 
secure the jumper board in the console.

To remove a jumper from the board, press 
the locking tab and pull the jumper off of  
the connector. 

1.

2.

3.

To remove the pressure transducer rast 
connector, push the locking tab away from 
the plug and pull it off the connector.

4.

JUMPER BOARD

Electrical Shock Hazard
Disconnect power before servicing.

Failure to do so can result in death or
electrical shock.

Replace all parts and panels before
operating.

Rinse 
Jumper

Payment 
System

Pressure 
Transducer

OPL
Jumper

Temperature 
Jumper
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Remove five 1/4” hex head screws that 
secure the panel to the back of the console.

Pull the panel out from the bottom edge and 
down to release it from the top edge of the 
console.  Remove the panel. 

Pull the cardboard shield away from the 
water valve. 

Open the control panel. (See page 3-1)

1.

2.

3.

4.

The hot water valve is red. The wire harness 
connected to it has red and white wires. 

The cold water valve is blue. The wire 
harness connected to it has blue and white 
wires. 

To disconnect the water valves, use a flat 
blade screwdriver to pry the plugs off the 
water valve connectors.

Remove the thermistor. (See page 3-9)

Pull the wire retainer clip out of the post 
attached to the water valve mixing chamber. 

  Remove two 1/4” hex head screws. 

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

WATER VALVES

Electrical Shock Hazard
Disconnect power before servicing.

Failure to do so can result in death or
electrical shock.

Replace all parts and panels before
operating.

Two 1/4” Hex 
Head Screws
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Open the control panel. (See page 3-1) 

Press one of the tabs and lift that side of the 
thermistor.  Repeat with tab on other side.  

Remove the thermistor.  

NOTE:  The thermistor replacement part 
includes the wire harness for the hot and 
cold water inlet valves and the thermistor.

1.

2.

3.

  Lift the water valve assembly to access 
the bleach dispenser hose attached to the 
bottom of the assembly.  Squeeze the hose 
clamp and move it down the hose. 

  Pull the hose off the nipple of the water 
valve mixing chamber. 

  Remove the assembly from the back of the 
console. 

  The water inlet valve assembly includes 
hot and cold water inlet valves, the mixing 
chamber, spray nozzle and air break.

11.

12.

13.

14.

THERMISTOR

Electrical Shock Hazard
Disconnect power before servicing.

Failure to do so can result in death or
electrical shock.

Replace all parts and panels before
operating.

Two Tabs
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Unlock the service access door on top of 
the metercase. 

Lift it up and back to remove it. 

Open the control panel. (See page 3-1)

Press the locking tab and pull the coin slide 
plug off connector J5 on the jumper board. 

Pull the wires into metercase from console. 

Remove the 5/16” (8mm) coin slide bolt 
from inside the metercase.  

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Lift the coin slide off the slots in the adapter 
and pull it out of the metercase. Make 
sure not to damage the electrical switch or 
actuator on the coin slide while removing it. 

TECH TIP: If the actuator can be missed by 
the coin slide, the tab that stops the actuator 
may need to be adjusted.

Remove the 5/16” (8mm) hex head nut that 
secures the actuator. 

Lift the actuator off the post to remove it. 

Bend the tab so that the actuator can not 
move as far. 

7.

n

n

n

COIN SLIDE

Electrical Shock Hazard
Disconnect power before servicing.

Failure to do so can result in death or
electrical shock.

Replace all parts and panels before
operating.

Coin Slide 
Bolt

Actuator Tab

Actuator Nut

Post

Actuator

Nut
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COIN SLIDE ADAPTER

Reinstall actuator and secure it with nut.  
 
NOTE:  Make sure not to over tighten 
actuator nut. Check that the actuator can 
move freely.

Move the actuator until it stops at the tab. 

Test the operation of the actuator by 
pushing in the coin slide. 

Make sure the actuator functions properly 
and is not able to be missed by the coin 
slide. 

n

n

n

n

The coin slide adapter plate is secured to 
the metercase with three 3/8” hex nuts, one 
inside the coin vault opening and two at the 
top corners of the adapter plate.  

A ratchet with a long extension will be 
required to remove the top two nuts from 
inside the service access opening.  

NOTE:  The adapter plate and funnel must 
be removed to install a coin drop.

1.

2.

3/8” Hex Nut

3/8” Hex Nuts
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Remove the coin slide. (See page 3-10)

To remove the funnel, reach into the coin 
vault area and pull the two front tabs toward 
the front of the washing machine. 

Tilt the funnel backwards and remove it 
through the service access opening. 
 
NOTE:  The plastic coin funnel must 
be used with a coin slide, and must be 
removed for a coin drop. 

1.

2.

3.

COIN FUNNEL

Electrical Shock Hazard
Disconnect power before servicing.

Failure to do so can result in death or
electrical shock.

Replace all parts and panels before
operating.

METERCASE

Unlock and remove the coin box. 

Remove two 1/2” hex head bolts below the 
coin box in the front of the coin vault area. 

Remove two 1/2” hex head bolts from inside 
the service access area at the base of the 
metercase.   

NOTE:  Remove the security bolt and cone 
if installed.

1.

2.

3.

Electrical Shock Hazard
Disconnect power before servicing.

Failure to do so can result in death or
electrical shock.

Replace all parts and panels before
operating.

Two Tabs
Two 1/2” 
Hex Bolts

Two 1/2” 
Hex Bolts
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Remove the pad between the metercase 
and the top. 

The metercase bolts screw into brackets 
secured to the underside of the top. Each 
bracket has two bolts.  

 
NOTE: When reinstalling the metercase 
mounting bolts, make sure the bolts are 
tightened securely to avoid excess noise 
and vibration. Torque specification is 12-15 
foot pounds.

7.

8.

Open the control panel. (See page 3-1)

Remove the 5/16” (8mm) hex head screw 
inside the console. This screw is short and 
has a star washer on it.  
 
NOTE:  Make sure to reinstall this screw to 
avoid vibration of the metercase during spin 
cycles.

Remove the metercase from the washing 
machine.  

4.

5.

6.

Bracket Bolts
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Open the control panel. (See page 3-1) 

Press the two locking tabs and pull the plug 
off the connector. 

1.

2.

Remove the 1/4” hex head screw that 
secures the ERM to the washer top. 

Lift and remove the tab from the slot at the 
right end of the module and remove the 
module from the console.  
 
NOTE:  ERMs are not used on all models.

3.

4.

ELECTRONIC RELEASE MODULE (ERM)

Electrical Shock Hazard
Disconnect power before servicing.

Failure to do so can result in death or
electrical shock.

Replace all parts and panels before
operating.

1/4” Hex 
Head Screw
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LID BUMPERS

Open the washing machine lid. 

The lid has two bumpers that cushion 
the closing of the lid, while also reducing 
vibration noise in spin cycle. 

Bumpers are held in place with a plastic 
rivet. 

To remove a bumper push the rivet out from 
the back.

1.

2.

3.

4.

LID STRIkE

Open the washing machine lid.

Remove two T-15 screws that secure the 
strike to the underside of the lid. 

Slide the strike down and out of the lid  
 
NOTE:  The magnet in the strike energizes 
the reed switch in the lid lock when the lid is 
closed.  A lid strike can be used as a tool to 
operate test modes with the lid open.  Insert 
a lid strike tool into the lid lock slot and tape 
it in place to allow the lid to be open during 
testing.

1.

2.

3.

Magnet

Rivet
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Open the washing machine lid. 

Use a flat blade screwdriver to pry the cap 
off the agipeller. 

Remove the 7/16” bolt that secures the 
agipeller to the center shaft.  

NOTE: Hold the spin basket to keep it from 
turning while removing the bolt because 
there is no brake on this washing machine.   
 

1.

2.

3.

TECH TIP: Before reinstalling the agipeller 
bolt, apply some thread lock compound 
to the threads. Make sure the gasket is 
installed on the bolt and that it is without 
cracks or damage. This creates the vacuum 
seal that keeps water out of the agipeller.  

NOTE:  After removing bolt, gasket may be 
still in the agipeller.

Pull the agipeller up off the transmission 
shaft and remove it. 

NOTE:  When agipeller is removed, the 
labyrinth is exposed.  It is attached to the 
spin basket cone by four tabs.  To remove 
labyrinth, press each tab down and away 
from spin basket cone and lift it off.

4.

AGIPELLER & LABYRINTH

Electrical Shock Hazard
Disconnect power before servicing.

Failure to do so can result in death or
electrical shock.

Replace all parts and panels before
operating.
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To access components below the top, 
remove two T-20 security screws from the 
front edge of the top. 

There are plastic bushings behind each 
screw that help avoid damage to the top’s 
finish. These bushings have clips that 
secure them to the top. 

1.

2.

To open the top, lift the lid. 

Grasp the inside front edge of the top. 

Pull the top forward and lift to release it from 
the clips on the cabinet. 

Support the lid and raise the top.  
 
NOTE:  If the optional top supports are 
attached to the back panel, let the top rest 
on the supports in the open position.  
(See page 2-8)  If no supports are installed, 
rest top against wall or some other support.

3.

4.

5.

6.

WASHING MACHINE TOP - LIFTING

Electrical Shock Hazard
Disconnect power before servicing.

Failure to do so can result in death or
electrical shock.

Replace all parts and panels before
operating.

Two T-20 
Security Screws
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Open top of washing machine.  
(See page 3-17)

Use a flat blade screwdriver to pry the clips 
out releasing the wire harness from the right 
edge of the top. 

Remove two 1/4” hex head screws that 
secure the lid lock to the underside of the 
top. These screws each have a shoulder 
and a rubber O-ring that must be reinstalled.  

1.

2.

3.

Use a flat blade screwdriver to pry the lid 
lock down and away from the bezel.  

NOTE:  The bezel has posts that protrude 
down through holes in the lid lock assembly.   

NOTE:  When reinstalling the bezel, the 
locking edge with the bevel should be 
toward the front. The lock symbol will be 
toward the center of the washing machine.

4.

LID LOCk

Electrical Shock Hazard
Disconnect power before servicing.

Failure to do so can result in death or
electrical shock.

Replace all parts and panels before
operating.

Wire Harness 
Clips

Lock Symbol

Beveled Edge
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Open top of washing machine.  
(See page 3-17)

Release the tab that holds the front edge of 
the hose bracket to the bottom of the bleach 
dispenser. 

Rotate the bracket down to release the clip 
at the back of the bleach dispenser. 

1.

2.

3.

Use a small flat blade screwdriver to release 
the tab at the back of the bleach dispenser. 

Remove the bleach dispenser from the top 
of the washing machine. 

The hose connected to the bottom of the 
bleach dispenser is also connected to the 
mixing chamber with a hose clamp and 
secured at the corner with a plastic clip.  

 
NOTE: if a bleach dispenser is not wanted 
an optional blocking cap is available.

4.

5.

6.

BLEACH DISPENSER

Electrical Shock Hazard
Disconnect power before servicing.

Failure to do so can result in death or
electrical shock.

Replace all parts and panels before
operating.

Tab

Clip

Release Tab
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Open the control panel. (See page 3-1) 

Press the locking tab and disconnect the 
cabinet component harness connector (A). 

Pull the wire retainer clip (B) out of the hole 
in the console. 

Pull one side of the air line tube (C) off the 
ribbed connector.  

Remove the 1/4” hex head screw (D) that 
secures the ground wire from the cabinet of 
the washing machine.  

NOTE:  Ground wire screws have a pointed 
tip and very fine threads. 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Remove the 1/4” hex head screw from each 
of the two hinges on the back panel. 

Pull the hinges out of the slots. 

Open top of washing machine.  
(See page 3-17)

Support the control panel and lift the top off 
the washing machine.  
 
NOTE:  To remove the top retaining clips, 
remove a 1/4” hex head screw that secures 
each clip to the cabinet. 

6.

7.

8.

9.

WASHING MACHINE TOP - REMOVAL

Electrical Shock Hazard
Disconnect power before servicing.

Failure to do so can result in death or
electrical shock.

Replace all parts and panels before
operating.

A

DB

C

1/4” Hex Screws
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To access components below the outer tub, 
tilt or lay the washing machine on its back.

Components accessible from the bottom 
include the pump, capacitor, belt guard, 
shifter, belt, splutch pulley, splutch 
assembly, transmission and the motor.  

1.

2.

COMPONENTS BELOW THE 
OUTER TUB

Electrical Shock Hazard
Disconnect power before servicing.

Failure to do so can result in death or
electrical shock.

Replace all parts and panels before
operating.

Some models have a front access panel. 
Remove two T-20 security screws that 
secure the bottom edge of the access panel 
to the front of the washing machine. 

Pull the bottom edge of the panel out and 
drop it down to release the tabs at the top 
edge of the access panel. 
  
NOTE:  It may still be necessary to tilt 
the washing machine back to service 
components below the outer tub. 

The bezel around the access panel opening 
is held in place with tabs through holes that 
secure behind the front panel.

1.

2.

3.

FRONT ACCESS PANEL 
(some models)

Pump

ShifterMotor

Capacitor
Belt & 

Belt Guard

Splutch 
Pulley and 
Assembly

Transmission
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Tilt or lay the washing machine on its back.

Remove two 5/16” hex head screws that 
secure belt guard to transmission housing. 

Remove the belt guard. 

Grasp the belt and work it off the edge while 
turning the pulley.  

1.

2.

3.

4.

NOTE:  The belt is ribbed on the inside 
which faces the pulley. 

When reinstalling the belt make sure the 
belt is centered, not riding up on the top 
or bottom edge of the motor pulley and 
reinstall the belt guard.

5.

DRIVE BELT

Electrical Shock Hazard
Disconnect power before servicing.

Failure to do so can result in death or
electrical shock.

Replace all parts and panels before
operating.

Two 5/16” Hex 
Head Screws
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Tilt or lay the washing machine on its back.

Remove the belt. (See page 3-22)

Hold the pulley to keep it from turning and 
remove the 1/2” nut that secures the pulley. 

Pull the pulley off the splined shaft. 

1.

2.

3.

4.

Press the locking tab and disconnect the 
wire harness from the shifter. 

Remove two star head screws that secure 
the shifter to the transmission housing. 

5.

6.

SHIFTER

Electrical Shock Hazard
Disconnect power before servicing.

Failure to do so can result in death or
electrical shock.

Replace all parts and panels before
operating.

Two Star 
Head Screws

Shifter Wire 
Harness Plug
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Tilt or lay the washing machine on its back. 

Remove the belt. (See page 3-22)

Remove the pulley and shifter.  
(See page 3-23)

Press the four tabs that secure the splutch 
guard to the transmission housing. 

Slide the splutch guard and splutch off the 
shaft. 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

The splutch guard slides off the splutch 
gears. 

The shifter actuator arm is attached to a ring 
that slides off the splutch gears. 

The actuator arm fits through a slot in the 
splutch guard. 

Slide spring off shaft after removing splutch.

6.

7.

8.

9.

SPLUTCH ASSEMBLY

Electrical Shock Hazard
Disconnect power before servicing.

Failure to do so can result in death or
electrical shock.

Replace all parts and panels before
operating. Shifter 

Actuator
Splutch 
Gears

Splutch 
Guard

Slot Arm

2 Tabs 
This Side
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Tilt or lay the washing machine on its back.

Remove the belt. (See page 3-22)

Press the locking tab and disconnect the 
wire harness to the motor. 

Remove two 1/2” hex head bolts that secure 
the motor to the transmission housing.  

1.

2.

3.

4.

Support the motor when removing the 
second bolt.  

Pull the motor out of the recessed area in 
the transmission housing.

5.

6.

DRIVE MOTOR

Electrical Shock Hazard
Disconnect power before servicing.

Failure to do so can result in death or
electrical shock.

Replace all parts and panels before
operating.

Wire Harness 
Plug

Two 1/2” 
Hex Bolts
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Tilt or lay the washing machine on its back.

Release the wires from the clip. 

Pull up on the wire cover to open it. There 
are small tabs on the sides of the cover that 
release from slots on the housing. 

Press the locking tab and disconnect the 
wire harness. 

Clamp off the pump outlet hose to keep 
water from draining out of the drain hose 
when the pump is removed.  

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

 
NOTE:  Make sure tub is empty enough 
before removing pump. 

Remove three 5/16” hex head screws that 
secure the pump to the outer tub.  
 
NOTE:  These screws have high/low 
threads for use in plastic.

Pull the pump out of the hole in outer tub. 

Squeeze the ears of the clamp and slide it 
down the hose. 

Pull the hose off the pump.

6.

7.

8.

9.

DRAIN PUMP

Electrical Shock Hazard
Disconnect power before servicing.

Failure to do so can result in death or
electrical shock.

Replace all parts and panels before
operating.

Wire Clip

Wire Harness 
Plug
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Tilt or lay the washing machine on its back.

Squeeze the ears of the clamp and move it 
down the hose.  

Pull the hose off the pump. 

1.

2.

3.

Stand the washing machine upright and 
remove the 1/4” hex head screw that 
secures the drain hose fitting to back panel. 

Release the tab at top of drain hose fitting. 

Lift bottom of the fitting off edge of cutout 
and push fitting and hose into cabinet.

4.

5.

6.

PUMP OUTLET HOSE

Electrical Shock Hazard
Disconnect power before servicing.

Failure to do so can result in death or
electrical shock.

Replace all parts and panels before
operating.

1/4” Hex 
Head Screw
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Tilt or lay the washing machine on its back.

Remove the belt guard. (See page 3-22)

Pull wire harness connector off capacitor. 

Lift the bottom end of the capacitor to 
release the tab. 

1.

2.

3.

4.

Twist the capacitor approximately 45 
degrees and pull it out of the hole in the 
transmission housing.

5.

MOTOR CAPACITOR

Electrical Shock Hazard
Disconnect power before servicing.

Failure to do so can result in death or
electrical shock.

Replace all parts and panels before
operating.
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Remove the agipeller. (See page 3-16)

Place a spanner wrench on the spanner 
nut. Tap the spanner wrench with a rubber 
mallet until the nut is loose enough to spin 
by hand.  Spanner nut is not reverse thread.

Remove the spanner nut.  
 
NOTE: When reinstalling the spanner nut, 
place the cone side down. 

1.

2.

3.

Tilt or lay the washing machine on its back.

Disconnect the motor wire harness. 

Pull the wire retainer clip out of the hole in 
the transmission housing.  

Disconnect the wire harness connector from 
the motor capacitor. 

Disconnect the wire harness connector from 
the shifter. 

Pull the wire retainer clip out of the hole in 
the transmission housing. 

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

TRANSMISSION

Electrical Shock Hazard
Disconnect power before servicing.

Failure to do so can result in death or
electrical shock.

Replace all parts and panels before
operating.

Motor Wire 
Harness

Wire 
Retainer Clip

Capacitor 
Wire Harness

Shifter Wire 
Harness

Wire Retainer 
Clip

Continued on the next page.
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  Pull the outer tub seal off the top of the 
transmission case and slide it up off the 
basket drive.  

NOTE: The tub seal may not come 
down out of the tub when removing the 
transmission.  When reinstalling a tub 
seal, the hollow side of the seal faces the 
transmission case. 

NOTE:  When replacing just the 
transmission, remove all other components.  
However, it will be common practise to 
replace the complete transmission assembly 
as a module.

12.

TRANSMISSION (CONTINUED)

  Remove four 10mm hex head screws that 
secure the transmission housing to the 
outer tub.  
 
NOTE:  These screws have high/low thread 
for use in plastic. 

  Pull the transmission and slide the basket 
drive out of the outer tub and spin basket. 

10.

11.

Four 10mm 
Hex Screws
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Remove the top of the washing machine. 
(See page 3-20) 

Remove the agipeller. (See page 3-16)

Place a spanner wrench on the spanner 
nut. Tap the spanner wrench with a rubber 
mallet until the nut is loose enough to spin 
by hand. Spanner nut is not reverse thread.

Remove the spanner nut.  
 
NOTE: When reinstalling the spanner nut, 
place the cone side down. 

1.

2.

3.

4.

Remove the outer tub ring by pressing down 
on the top of the tub ring and lifting each tab 
around the perimeter of the outer tub. Lift 
the outer tub ring and remove it. 

Grasp the spin basket along with the 
balance ring and lift off of the basket drive. 

5.

6.

SPIN BASkET

Electrical Shock Hazard
Disconnect power before servicing.

Failure to do so can result in death or
electrical shock.

Replace all parts and panels before
operating.

Tub Ring Tab

Continued on the next page.
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Reinstall drive block so that the top of the 
notches are level with tabs of basket drive. 

8.

SPIN BASkET (CONTINUED)

Remove drive block and basket alignment 
collar from bottom of outer tub.  

NOTE: When reinstalling the spin basket, 
make sure to slide the basket alignment 
collar onto the basket drive. This keeps the 
spin basket parallel with the base of the 
outer tub.  

7.

Drive 
Block

Basket Alignment 
Collar

Drive Block 
Notch

Basket Drive
 Tab

Drive 
Block

Basket Alignment 
Collar
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Remove the spin basket. (See page 3-31)

Remove the transmission. (See page 3-29) 

Remove the pump. (See page 3-26) 

Stand the washing machine upright and 
remove the 1/4” hex head screw that 
secures the pump cover to the base of the 
outer tub. 

Lift the pump cover out of the outer tub.   
 
NOTE:  The channels of the pump cover fit 
into the top of the pump inlet to keep objects 
from getting into the pump. 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Lift each suspension rod and rotate the ball 
at the top to allow the rod to align with the 
slot and slide out of the ball. 

Lower the suspension rod down through the 
hole in the cabinet top brace. Repeat with 
the other three suspension rods. 

Make sure the suspension bushings are 
present and inspect the them for wear. 
Replace them if they appear worn.  
 
TECH TIP: Lubricate with a few drops of oil. 

NOTE:  Make sure protective rubber edging 
is installed on the edge of the top brackets.  
Black edging is for the front and white 
edging is for the rear bracket. 

6.

7.

8.

OUTER TUB

Electrical Shock Hazard
Disconnect power before servicing.

Failure to do so can result in death or
electrical shock.

Replace all parts and panels before
operating.

Continued on the next page.
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  Pull the outer tub from the cabinet. 
 
NOTE: The suspension rods can make it 
difficult to pull the outer tub out of the top 
of the cabinet. Another solution is to lay 
the washing machine on its back and pull 
the outer tub and suspension rods from the 
bottom of the cabinet.  

  To remove a suspension rod, slide it out of 
the hole in the side of the outer tub.

  Remove the air hose and wire harness. 
(See page 3-35)

13.

14.

15.

OUTER TUB (CONTINUED)

Remove the 1/4” hex head screw that 
secures the wire harness cover to the back 
of the washing machine. 

  Pull the tabs of the cover out of the slots in 
the back panel. 

  To release the wire harness retainer 
from the back panel squeeze the end of 
the Christmas tree clip and push the end 
through the hole. 

  Pull the wires and air hose into the cabinet 
through the opening in the back panel. 

9.

10.

11.

12.

1/4” Hex 
Head Screw

Christmas 
Tree Clip
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Pull the air hose off the nipple of the air 
dome on the side of the outer tub. 

The air hose is attached to the wire harness 
with three clips and electrical tape. 

1.

2.

Remove two 5/16” hex head screws 
securing the wire harness and air hose 
assembly to the side of the outer tub. 

To separate the air hose from the wire 
harness, pry open the three white clips and 
remove the electrical tape.

3.

4.

AIR HOSE AND WIRE HARNESS

Electrical Shock Hazard
Disconnect power before servicing.

Failure to do so can result in death or
electrical shock.

Replace all parts and panels before
operating.

Two 5/16” 
Hex Screws
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Remove the outer tub. (See page 3-33) 

Remove the back panel from the cabinet. 

Remove six 1/4” hex head screws that 
secure the rear panel support bracket to the 
cabinet. 

1.

2.

3.

Remove six 1/4” hex head screws that 
secure the front top support bracket to the 
cabinet.  

Unscrew the feet from the bottom of the 
cabinet. 
 
NOTE:  Some models will have metal feet 
with lock nuts, others will have plastic feet.

4.

5.

CABINET REPLACEMENT

Electrical Shock Hazard
Disconnect power before servicing.

Failure to do so can result in death or
electrical shock.

Replace all parts and panels before
operating.

Rear Panel 
Support

Front Top 
Support

Jam nut

Models with 
metal feet

or

Models with 
plastic feet

weight of washer.
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COMPONENT TESTING

Electrical Shock Hazard

Disconnect power before servicing.

Replace all parts and panels before operating.

Failure to do so can result in death or electrical shock.

WATER VALVES TESTING

Water valves are part of a larger assembly 
including mixing chamber / air gap, and the 
hot and cold water valves.

Testing water valve coil: Use an ohmmeter to 
test the coil.  The meter should read 1.01kΩ.  
Readings of 10% higher or lower may require 
replacement of water valve, or the coil if 
available separately.

DRAIN PUMP MOTOR 
TESTING

Testing drain pump motor:  Use an ohmmeter 
to test the drain pump motor.  The meter 
should read 14 - 25Ω.  Readings of 10% 
higher or lower may require replacement of 
the entire drain pump assembly.
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Pin Locations:

Y&O
R&R

Yellow (to motor) & Orange (to CCU)
Red (to motor) & Red (to CCU)

Discharge the capacitor by touching each of 
the terminals with a 20kΩ (red, black, orange) 
resistor to ground or short the two terminals of 
the capacitor together.

Disconnect the wire connectors from the 
capacitor terminals.  Touch the ohmmeter 
test leads to capacitor terminals.  The meter 
should quickly rise to a low resistance reading, 
and then gradually fall to an open circuit 
(infinite Ω) reading.  To repeat the test, reverse 
the ohmmeter leads.  The result should be the 
same if the capacitor is good.   
 
NOTE: The ohmmeter must be powered by a 
9 volt battery.

Electrical Shock Hazard

Disconnect power before servicing.

Replace all parts and panels before operating.

Failure to do so can result in death or electrical shock.

DRIVE MOTOR TESTING

Pin Locations:

GN
W
Y
R

White to Yellow 3.5 to 6Ω
White to Red 3.5 to 6Ω

Disconnect plug from the motor connector 
prior to testing with an ohmmeter.  A failed 
coil in the motor will usually be shown on the 
ohmmeter as an open circuit (infinite Ω)

NOTE:  When testing the motor coils at the 
control panel, Yellow becomes Orange. (See 
Motor Capacitor, right column this page)

MOTOR CAPACITOR 
TESTING
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Electrical Shock Hazard

Disconnect power before servicing.

Replace all parts and panels before operating.

Failure to do so can result in death or electrical shock.

SHIFTER MOTOR TESTING

Pin Locations:

W/BU R BK
BR T BU

White/Blue to Brown 2 - 3.5kΩ
Red to Tan 22.12Ω
Black to Blue 24.0Ω
Black to Tan 10.6Ω
Tan to Blue 34.65Ω
Red to Black 17.75Ω

Disconnect the plug from the shifter motor 
connector prior to testing with an ohmmeter.

ELECTRONIC RELEASE 
MODULE TESTING

Pin Locations:

Y
BK
W
R

Testing Electronic Release Module 
(ERM):  Use an ohmmeter to test the ERM.  
Disconnect the plug from the ERM connector 
prior to testing with an ohmmeter.  Test across 
the two center pin locations.  The meter 
should read 2.26Ω.  Readings of 10% higher 
or lower require replacement of the entire 
drain pump assembly.
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Electrical Shock Hazard

Disconnect power before servicing.

Replace all parts and panels before operating.

Failure to do so can result in death or electrical shock.

COMPONENT TESTING 
FROM CONTROL PANEL

Pin Locations:

BR W/BU Lt BU W R O
BU PK T BK G

Drive Motor
(CCW) W - R
(CW)  W - O 3.6 - 6.0Ω

Pump Motor Lt BU - T 14 - 25Ω
Capacitor O - R

Shifter Motor Lt BU - BR 2k - 3.5kΩ

THERMISTOR TESTING

Approx. Resistance
F°
32
41
50
59
68
77
86
95

104
113
122
131
140
149

Approx. Temperature
THERMISTOR RESISTANCE

C° (KΩ)
1630

5 127
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65

100
79
62
50
40
33
27
22
18
15
12
10
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For pinout information refer to the Troubleshooting Test Section. (See page 5-4)

CENTRAL CONTROL UNIT CONNECTIONS

J2 Shifter
J11 Pressure 
Transducer

J10 Temperature 
Control

Diagnostic 
LED

J7 Power 
Cord

J16 PSC 
Motor / Drain

J15 Lid 
Lock

J3 Thermistor / 
Water Valves

Pressure 
Transducer 

Nipple

Electrical Shock Hazard

Disconnect power before servicing.

Replace all parts and panels before operating.

Failure to do so can result in death or electrical shock.
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Electrical Shock Hazard

Disconnect power before servicing.

Replace all parts and panels before operating.

Failure to do so can result in death or electrical shock.

JUMPER BOARD PINOUTS

To test jumper board, use Test #4 Console and LED Indicator test. (See page 5-8)

FOR SERVICE TECHNICIAN’S USE ONLY

DO NOT REMOVE OR DESTROY

Sets to Pay (jumper loaded) 
or No Pay (jumper removed)

Enables Thermistor (jumper loaded) 
Disables Thermistor (jumper removed)

Enables Bath Rinse (jumper loaded) 
Enables All Spray Rinses (jumper removed)

Coin Slide Connection

CCU Connection

To clear failure codes it is necessary to 
enter the diagnostic mode and go to Fault 
Code Display Mode, and enter by pressing 
Start.  Then press and hold Start button for 
a minimum of three seconds to clear all fault 
codes.  This will also exit the Fault Code 
Display Mode.  

There is one failure mode that can be 
cleared by Power Cycling the washer, that is 
disconnecting the power for a few seconds 
then powering back up.

FAILURE MODE DISPLAY

All LED’s lit

Lid Lock unlit

When In failure mode, the washer is out of 
service.  All LED’s are lit and not flashing.  The 
Lid Lock is unlit.  

There are only a few failure modes that will 
cause the washer to go out of service.

See page 3 of the Tech Sheet to determine 
what the failure mode was.  
See Links to documents page.

n

n
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DIAGNOSIS & TROUBLESHOOTING

A washing machine displaying all LED’s lit 
and not flashing indicates a washer that is out 
of service due to 1 of 5 specific error codes.  
Enter diagnostics to view or clear the failure 
code.  

If the washing machine has just been 
plugged in, or if there has been a failed 
attempt to enter diagnostics, wait for 5 to 6 
seconds before attempting the procedure to 
enter Diagnostic Mode. 

The procedure to enter must be completed 
in 6 seconds. Do not proceed too quickly, 
because the control requires about half a 
second between each step in the process. 

Always start with the cycle selector switch 
at the 12 o’clock position and wait 5 to 6 
seconds before starting the procedure. 

Turn the selector 1 click to the left, 1 to the 
right, another click to the right, 1 to the left, 
and 1 to the right.  Remember, 1/2 second 
between clicks. 

All LED’s should be flashing. 

Refer to the Tech Sheet for the proper 
procedure and indicators for the Fault 
Code display, Quick Overview Test, Manual 
Overview Test, and Calibration Modes. 

All modes are accessed in order from start 
to finish. 

If a mode is passed it will be necessary to 
start from the beginning to get back to that 
mode again. 

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

Enter Diagnostic Mode. (See left column on 
this page)

To advance to the Fault Code display mode, 
toggle the selector switch one click in both 
directions. 

The ’Done’ LED should be lit.  

Press the ’Start’ button to enter the Fault 
Code display mode. 

The LED’s should continue to flash twice 
then pause and repeat. 

Refer to pages 6 and 7 of the tech sheet to 
view fault codes for each LED sequence. 

To advance to the first fault code, toggle the 
selector switch back and forth. 

As shown in the attached video, if the 
’Sensing Load’ LED is flashing continuously, 
it indicates an oversudsing fault was the last 
fault recorded. 

The last four fault codes are always stored 
for review. 

Toggle the selector switch back and forth to 
view each of the stored fault codes in order 
from last to earliest. 

To clear all fault codes, press and hold the 
’Start’ button for three seconds. This will 
also exit diagnostics and the LED’s should 
turn off. 

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

DIAGNOSTIC MODE FAULT CODE DISPLAY 
MODE
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MANUAL OVERVIEW TEST 
MODE

Enter Diagnostic Mode. Left, right, right, left, 
right. (See page 5-1) 

All LED’s should be flashing. 

Toggle the selector switch back and forth 
for mode 1, back and forth for mode 2, and 
back and forth for mode 3, ’Manual Test 
Mode’. 

’Final Spin’ and ’Done’ LED’s should be lit.  
 
NOTE: A lid strike can be used as a tool to 
operate test modes with the lid open. 

Insert a lid strike tool into the lid lock slot 
and tape it in place to allow the lid to be 
open during testing. 

Press start to enter the Manual Test Mode. 

The LED’s will indicate which component is 
currently selected to test, see tech sheet. 

Toggle the selector switch back and forth to 
advance through the component tests. 

Press ’Start’ to test each component. 

The LED’s will flash while each component 
test is active. 

Press ’Start’ again to end a component test. 

Each test will continue until the ’Start’ button 
is pressed again. 

Multiple components may be operating at 
the same time if the prior component test is 
not stopped before advancing. 

To exit the Manual Test Mode, press and 
hold ’Start’ for three seconds.

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

QUICk OVERVIEW TEST 
MODE

Enter Diagnostic Mode. Left, right, right, left, 
right. (See page 5-1) 

All LED’s should be flashing. 

To advance to the Quick Overview Test 
mode, toggle the selector switch back and 
forth, then back and forth again. 

The ’Final Spin’ LED should be lit.  
 
NOTE: A lid strike can be used as a tool to 
operate test modes with the lid open.  

Insert a lid strike tool into the lid lock slot 
and tape it in place to allow the lid to be 
open during testing. 

Press the ’Start’ button to enter the ’Quick 
Overview Test Mode’. 

The ’Lid Locked’ LED should be lit, and the 
lid should lock. 

This test mode will automatically advance 
through each step in the washing process. 

Press the ’Start’ button to manually advance 
to the next step if preferred. 

The LED’s will indicate what step the test is 
on, see tech sheet. 

At the end of the test the lid lock will unlock 
and the control exits Diagnostic Mode. 

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n
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IMPORTANT:  Avoid using large diameter 
probes when checking harness connectors 
as the probes may damage the connectors 
upon insertion.

Check all harnesses and connections 
before replacing components.  Look for 
connectors not fully seated, broken or loose 
wires and terminals, or wires not pressed 
into connectors far enough to engage metal 
barbs.

A potential cause of a control not 
functioning is corrosion or contamination on 
connections.  Use a ohmmeter to check for 
continuity across suspected connections.

Perform the service diagnostic tests before 
going to specific troubleshooting tests.  
(See page 5-1)

n

n

n

n

TROUBLESHOOTING  TESTS

Before Servicing, check the following: 

Make sure there is power at the wall outlet.

Has a fuse blown or circuit breaker tripped?  
Was a regular fuse used?  A time-delay fuse 
is required.

Are both hot and cold water faucets open 
and water supply hoses unobstructed?

All test/checks should be made with a VOM 
(volt-ohm-milliammeter) or DVM (digital-
voltmeter) having a sensitivity of 20,000Ω 
per volt DC or greater.

Resistance checks must be made with 
washer unplugged or power disconnected.

n

n

n

n

n

DANGER

Electrical Shock Hazard

Only authorized technicians should 
perform diagnostic voltage 
measurements.

After performing voltage 
measurements, disconnect power 
before servicing.

Failure to follow these instructions 
can result in death or electrical 
shock.

WARNING

Electrical Shock Hazard

WARNING

Disconnect power before servicing.

Failure to do so can result in death or
electrical shock.

Replace all parts and panels before
operating.

Voltage Measurement Safety Information
When performing live voltage measurements, you must do the following:

<  Verify the controls are in the off position so that the appliance does not start when energized.

<  Allow enough space to perform the voltage measurements without obstructions.

<  Keep other people a safe distance away from the appliance to prevent potential injury.

<  Always use the proper testing equipment.

<  After voltage measurements, always disconnect power before servicing.
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TROUBLESHOOTING TESTS

TEST #1: Main Control 
This test checks for incoming and outgoing supplies to and 
from the main control. This test assumes that proper voltage 
is present at the outlet.
1. Unplug washer or disconnect power.
2. Remove console to access main control.
3. Verify that ALL connectors are inserted all the way into the 

main control.
4. Plug in washer or reconnect power.
5. With a voltmeter set to AC, connect black probe to J7-3 

(Neutral) and red probe to J7-1 (L1).

J2-5 OPEN
J2-4 BLK +13VDC
J2-3 GRY -5VDC (CIRCUIT GND)
J2-2 PNK RPM INPUT
J2-1 BLU SHIFTER POSITION INPUT

J3-10 BLK TEMP THERMISTOR INPUT (HYBRID)
J3-9 BLK TEMP THERMISTOR GND (HYBRID)
J3-8 OPEN
J3-7 OPEN
J3-6 OPEN
J3-5 BLU COLD VALVE (L1) 
J3-4 RED HOT VALVE (L1) 
J3-3 OPEN
J3-2 OPEN
J3-1 WHT NEUTRAL

J4-3

J4-2

J4-1

J7-3 BLK NEUTRAL
J7-2 GRN CHASSIS GROUND
J7-1 BLK L1

J2

J3

J7

J4

J10

J11

J16

J15
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J10-6 RED ROW 4
J10-5 RED ROW 5
J10-4 RED COLUMN 0
J10-3 RED COLUMN 1
J10-2 RED COLUMN 2
J10-1 RED COLUMN 3

J11-6 BLK ROW 2
J11-5 BLK ROW 3
J11-4 BLK COLUMN 0
J11-3 BLK COLUMN 1
J11-2 BLK COLUMN 2
J11-1 BLK COLUMN 3

J15-4 RED LOCK SWITCH
J15-3 WHT NEUTRAL
J15-2 BLU LID SWITCH INPUT
J15-1 YEL LOCK SWITCH SOLENOID (L1)

J16-7 ORN MOTOR CCW WINDING (L1)
J16-6 RED MOTOR CW WINDING (L1)
J16-5 WHT MOTOR (NEUTRAL)
J16-4 OPEN
J16-3 LT BLU DRAIN PUMP MOTOR (L1)
J16-2 W/ BLU SHIFTER MOTOR (NEUTRAL)
J16-1 BRN SHIFTER MOTOR (L1)

If 120VAC is present, go to step 6.
If 120VAC is not present, check the AC power cord 
for continuity (See Figure 9).

6. Is the “Diagnostic LED” ON or OFF? (See Figure 3 below 
for LED location.)
ON: (+5VDC present) continue to step 7. 
OFF: (+5VDC missing) proceed to step 8. 

7. With a voltmeter set to DC, connect black probe to J2-3
(Circuit Gnd) and red probe to J2-4 (+13VDC).
If +13VDC is present, main control supplies are good.
If +13VDC is not present, go to step 8.

Diagnostic
LED

J7-Power
Cord

J16 Drive Motor and Drain Pump J15-Lid Lock

J3-Thermister and

= represents pin-1

J2-Shifter

J10-Temperature
Control

J1- Pressure Transducer

J7

J2
J4

J3
J16

J15

J11 J10

Main Control Board Connectors and Pinouts (Figure 3)

Inlet Water Valves
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8. Check if shifter assembly is affecting the main control 
DC supplies.

a. Unplug washer or disconnect power.
b. Remove connector J2 from main control.
c. Plug in washer or reconnect power.
d. Repeat steps 6 and 7. Perform the +13VDC check inside 

header J2 on the board – do not short pins together.
If one or more DC voltages are still missing, go to step 9.

  If the DC voltages return, check for short in harness 
between main control and shifter assy.
If harness and connections are good, replace shifter assembly.

9. Main Control has malfunctioned.
a.  Unplug washer or disconnect power.
b. Replace the main control.
c. Reassemble all parts and panels.
d. Plug in washer or reconnect power. Calibrate washer 

and perform Quick Overview Test to verify repair.

TEST #2: Valves
This test checks the electrical connections to the valves, and the
valves themselves.
1. Check the relays and electrical connections to the valves 

by performing the Cold and Hot Valve tests under Manual 
Overview Test Mode on page 9. Each test activates and 
deactivates the selected valve. The following steps assume 
one (or more) valve(s) did not turn on.

2. For the valve(s) in question, check the individual 
solenoid valves:

a. Unplug washer or disconnect power.
b. Remove console to access main control.
c. Remove connector J3 from main control. Refer to main 

control diagram on page 12.
d. Check harness connection to solenoid valves.
3. Check resistance of the valve coils across the following 

J3 connector pinouts:

Resistance should be 890–1.3k .
If resistance readings are tens of ohms outside of range, 
replace the valve assembly.
If resistance readings are within range, replace main control 
and calibrate washer. Perform Quick Overview Test to verify 
repair.

TEST #3a: Drive System – Shifter
This test checks connections, shifter motor, switch, 
and optical sensor.
NOTE: Refer to Figure 4, “Shifter Assembly Strip Circuit” 
on page 14 for tests and measurements.
IMPORTANT: Drain water from tub before accessing bottom 
of washer.

Functional Check:
1. Check the shifter and electrical connections by performing 

both the Spin AND Agitate test under Manual Overview Test
Mode on page 9. The following steps assume that this step 
was unsuccessful.

2. Unplug washer or disconnect power.
3. Check to see if basket will turn freely.

If basket turns freely, go to step 4.
If basket does not turn freely, determine what is causing 
the mechanical friction or lockup.

4. Remove console to access main control.
5. Visually check that the J2 and J16 connectors are inserted 

all the way into the main control.
If visual checks pass, go to step 6.
If connectors are not inserted properly, reconnect J2 and J16 
and repeat step 1.

Shifter Motor:
6. Remove connector J16 from main control. With an ohmmeter,

verify resistance of the shifter motor across the following J16 
connector pinouts:

Resistance should be 2k to 3.5k .
If values are correct, reconnect J16 and proceed to step 7.
If values are open or out of range, go to step 13.

7. Plug in washer or reconnect power.
8. With a voltmeter set to AC, connect the black probe to J16-2 

(N) and red probe to J16-1 (L1). Activate shifter motor by 
switching between Spin and Agitate modes. Energize outputs 
using Manual Overview Test Mode on page 9.

IMPORTANT: Lid must be closed with Lid Lock enabled to run 
the SPIN and AGITATE tests.
NOTE: It will take 4–15 seconds for the shifter to change states.

If 120VAC is present, go to step 9. 
If 120VAC is not present, go to step 17. 

PinoutValve
J3, 1 & 4Hot Valve
J3, 1 & 5Cold Valve

Component
Shifter Motor

J16 Connector Pinout
J16, 1 & 2
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Shifter Switch:
9.  With a voltmeter set to DC, connect the black probe to 

J2-3 (Circuit Gnd) and red probe to J2-1 (Shifter Switch). 
In manual test mode, switch between Spin and Agitate 
modes. Voltage should toggle between 0 and +5VDC. 

SPIN = +5 VDC
AGITATE = 0 VDC

  If voltage corresponds to setting, go to step 10.
If voltage does not switch, go to step 12.

Optical Sensor:
10.  With a voltmeter set to DC, connect the black probe to J2-3 

(Circuit Gnd) and red probe to J2-4 (+13VDC).
  If +13VDC is present, go to step 11.
  If +13VDC is not present, go to step 17.

11. Activate Tachometer Verification Mode from the Service 
Diagnostic Test Modes (see page 5). Slowly turn the basket 
by hand. The 4 status LEDs should illuminate one at a time 
to represent basket RPM.

  If the tachometer is not verified, go to step 12.
If the tachometer is verified, go to step 17.

12.  Unplug washer or disconnect power.
13.  Tilt washer back to access the bottom of the washer 

and the drive motor area. 
14.  Visually check the electrical connections to the shifter.

  If visual check passes, go to step 15.
If connections are loose, reconnect the electrical connections 
and repeat step 1.

15.  With an ohmmeter, check the harness for continuity between 
the shifter and main control using the pinouts in the following 
chart.

  If there is continuity, go to step 16.
  If there is no continuity, replace the lower washer harness and

repeat step 1.

16.  Replace the shifter assembly.
a.  Unplug washer or disconnect power.
b.  Replace shifter assembly.
c.  Reassemble all parts and panels.
d.  Plug in washer or reconnect power. Calibrate washer 

and perform Quick Overview Test to verify repair.
17.  If the preceding steps did not correct the problem, 

replace the main control.
a.  Unplug washer or disconnect power.
b.  Replace the main control. 
c.  Reassemble all parts and panels.
d.  Plug in washer or reconnect power. Calibrate washer 

and perform Quick Overview Test to verify repair.

TEST #3b: Drive System – Motor
This test checks the motor, motor windings, wiring, and start 
capacitor.
NOTE: Refer to Figure 5, “PSC Motor Strip Circuit” on page 15 
for tests and measurements.
IMPORTANT: Drain water from tub before accessing bottom 
of washer.
1. Check the motor and electrical connections by performing 

the Gentle or Heavy Agitation test under Manual Overview 
Test Mode on page 9. The following steps assume that this 
step was unsuccessful.

2.  Unplug washer or disconnect power.
3.  Check to see if basket will turn freely.

  If basket turns freely, go to step 4.
  If basket does not turn freely, determine what is causing 
the mechanical friction or lockup.

4.  Remove console to access main control.
5.  Visually check that the J2 and J16 connectors are inserted 

all the way into the main control.

Shifter to Main Control & Drain Pump
Shifter Connector Pin-2 to Main Control J16-2
Shifter Connector Pin-3 to Main Control J16-1
Shifter Connector Pin-4 to Main Control J2-4
Shifter Connector Pin-5 to Main Control J2-3
Shifter Connector Pin-6 to Main Control J2-2
Shifter Connector Pin-7 to Main Control J2-1

Figure 4 - Shifter Assembly Strip Circuit (Shifter Switch: Open = SPIN, Closed = AGITATE)

Main Control
Shifter Assy

J2-3

J16-1J7-1

L1

Main Control

J2-4

J2-2

J16-2

J2-1Pin 7

Pin 6

Pin 3

Pin 5

Pin 4

Pin 2 J7-3

K8

Circuit Ground

N

+13VDC

120VAC 
Motor

Shifter Switch

Optical
Sensor

Shifter Position 
Input

RPM Input

Motor Resistance 2k to 3.5k ohms

Shifter Motor Relay
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Figure 5 - Drive Motor Strip Circuit (shown in ON position)

Main Control

CW TRIAC

Main Control Main Control

CCW TRIAC

J15-3J15-4J16-5Pin 2

Pin 1

Pin 4

Pin 3J16-7

J16-6

J7-3J7-1

Drive Motor

Run
Cap/

Inductor

CCW Winding*

CW Winding* Lock Switch

NL1

* 1/3 HP Motor – Each Winding 3.5 to 6 ohms/ * 1/4 HP Motor – Each Winding 5 to 9.5 ohms

1

3

 If visual checks pass, go to step 6.
  If connectors are not inserted properly, reconnect J2 and J16 
and repeat step 1.

6.  Plug in washer or reconnect power. Run the Gentle Agitation 
test under Manual Overview Test Mode on page 9.

7.  With a voltmeter set to AC, connect black probe to J16-5 (N) 
and red probe to J16-6 (CCW Winding).
If 120VAC is cycling ON during CCW rotation, go to step 8.

  If 120VAC is not present, go to Test #1: Main Control, 
page 12.

8.  With a voltmeter set to AC, connect black probe to J16-5 (N), 
red probe to J16-7 (CW Winding).

  If 120VAC is cycling ON during CW rotation, go to step 9.
  If 120VAC is not present, go to Test #1: Main Control, 
page 12. 

9.  Unplug washer or disconnect power.
10.  Remove connector J16 from main control. With an 

ohmmeter, check resistance of motor windings across the 
following J16 connector pinouts:

  If visual check passes, go to step 13.
  If connections are loose, reconnect the electrical 

connections, reassemble motor cover, and repeat step 1.
13.  With an ohmmeter, check the harness for continuity 

between the main control, motor, and run capacitor 
using the following test points.

  If there is continuity, go to step 14.
  If there is no continuity, replace the lower machine harness 

and repeat step 1.
14.  With an ohmmeter, check resistance of motor windings 

at the following motor connections.

Motor Winding J16 PinoutSize Resistance
CCW Winding J16, 5 & 6
CW Winding J16, 5 & 71/3 HP 3.5 to 6 Ω

3.5 to 6 Ω

Motor Harness Check
Motor Connector Pin-1 to Chassis Ground
Motor Connector Pin-3 to Main Control J16-7
Motor Connector Pin-3 to Run Capacitor Pin-3
Motor Connector Pin-4 to Main Control J16-6
Motor Connector Pin-4 to Run Capacitor Pin-1
Motor Connector Pin-2 to Main Control J16-5

Motor Winding Motor PinoutSize Resistance
CCW Winding Pins 4 & 2
CW Winding Pins 3 & 21/3 HP 3.5 to 6 Ω

3.5 to 6 ΩIf values are open or out of range, go to step 11.
 If values are correct, go to step 15.

11.  Tilt washer back to access drive system.
12.  Visually check the mounting bracket and electrical 

connections to the motor and shifter.

If values are open or out of range, replace motor.
  If values are correct, go to step 15.

15.  Test Motor Run Capacitor. NOTE: A faulty capacitor may 
cause the motor to “hum”, not start, or turn slowly.

a. Discharge the capacitor by touching the leads of a 20,000 
resistor to the two terminals.

b.  Disconnect the wires from the capacitor terminals. 
c.  With an ohmmeter, measure across the terminals and note 

reading.
  If a steady increase in resistance is noted, continue to step 16.

 If the capacitor is either shorted or open, replace capacitor, 
calibrate the washer, and repeat step 1.
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are flashing” on this page in the left column.

Jumper Board Coin Slide Switch - 

16.  If the preceding steps did not correct the motor problem, 
replace the main control.

a. Unplug washer or disconnect power.
b. Replace the main control.
c. Reassemble all parts and panels.
d. Plug in washer or reconnect power. Calibrate washer 

and perform Quick Overview Test on page 8 to verify repair.

TEST #4: Console and Indicators
Console and Indicators Check:
This test is performed when any of the following situations 
occurs during “UI Test Mode” on page 4.

None of the LEDs light up
One or more Status LEDs are flashing
Turning rotary switch does not toggle LED

None of the LEDs light up:
1.  Unplug washer or disconnect power.
2.  Access the main control and visually check that ALL 

connectors are inserted all the way into their respective 
headers.

3.  Visually check that the main control assembly is properly 
inserted in the console.

4.  If both visual checks pass, follow procedure under TEST #1, 
“Main Control” on page 12 to verify supply voltages.

5.  To verify repair, activate the Service Diagnostic Mode, and 
then perform UI Test Mode on page 4.

One or more Status LEDs are flashing:
If one or more of the status LEDs are flashing (on and off in
0.5 second intervals), refer to the following notes to identify the
switch(es) in question. Reference the wiring diagram on page 20 
when performing the following procedures.
a.  Verify the switch connector is inserted all the way into the 

main control.
b.  Check the harness between the switch and main control 

for continuity. Check for shorts.
c.  Replace the switch.
d.  Replace the main control.

NOTE 3: Each switch and the cycle selector knob is represented
by the following status LEDs:

NOTE 4: Status LED names may vary between makes and 
models. Use LED # identification.

Turning rotary switch does not toggle LED:
Perform the procedures under “One or more Status LEDs

TEST #5: Temperature Thermistor
This test checks valves, main control, temperature thermistor,
and wiring.
1.  Check the cold valve by performing Cold Valve test under 

Manual Overview Test Mode on page 9.
  If cold water is being dispensed, proceed to step 2.
  If hot water is being dispensed, verify proper hose 
connection.

2.  Check the hot valve by performing Hot Valve test 
under Manual Overview Test Mode on page 9.

  If hot water is being dispensed, proceed to step 3. 
  If cold water is being dispensed, ensure that household 
hot water is present. 

3.  Unplug washer or disconnect power. 
4.  Remove console to access main control. 
5.  Remove connector J3 from the main control. With an 

ohmmeter, measure the resistance of the temperature 
thermistor between pins J3-9 and J3-10. Verify that the 
approximate resistance, shown in the following table, 
is within ambient temperature range. 

(1)Sensing (2)Soak/ (4)Final
Load Wash (3)Rinse Spin (5)Done

Jumper Board J3 & J4

Jumper Board J3
Jumper Board J2
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If the resistance is within the range shown in the table, 
go to step 6.
If the resistance is infinite or close to zero, replace the 
temperature thermistor assembly.

NOTE: Most thermistor errors are a result of the resistor being
out of range. If the temperature thermistor malfunctions, the 
washer will default to pre-programmed wash settings.
6.  If the thermistor is good, replace main control and calibrate 

washer. Perform Quick Overview Test to verify repair.

TEST #6: Water Level
This test checks the water level sensing components. Depending 
on the model, the washer will have either an on-board pressure 
transducer or a separate pressure switch. NOTE: Usually, if the 
pressure transducer or pressure switch malfunctions, the washer
will generate a long fill, or long drain error.
1. Check the functionality of the pressure transducer or 

pressure switch by running a small load cycle. The valves 
should turn off automatically after sensing the correct water 
level in the tub. The following steps assume that this step 
was unsuccessful.

2. Drain the tub until all water has been removed.
3. Unplug washer or disconnect power.

4. Remove console to access controls.
5. Check hose connection between the pressure transducer 

or switch and the pressure dome attached to the tub. 
6. Check to ensure hose is routed correctly in the lower cabinet 

and not pinched or crimped by the back panel.
7. Verify there is no water, suds, or debris in the hose or dome. 

Disconnect hose from main control or pressure switch and 
blow into hose to clear water, suds, or debris.

8. Check hose for leaks. Replace if needed.
9. If the preceding steps did not correct the problem, go to 

step 10 if troubleshooting a pressure switch, or step 11 if 
troubleshooting an onboard pressure transducer.

10. Pressure Switch Only:
a. Remove the pressure hose from the switch.
b.  Place the leads of an ohmmeter across connector J4, 

pins 1 & 3 of the main control. Blow into the pressure switch 
inlet. The pressure switch contact should close and show 
continuity.
If there is no continuity, check the harness and connections 
between the pressure switch and J4 on the main control. 
If OK, replace the pressure switch.
If there is continuity, reconnect hose to pressure switch 
and continue to step 11.

11. Replace the main control and calibrate washer. Perform
Quick Overview Test to verify repair.

TEST #7: Drain Pump
Perform the following checks if washer does not drain.
NOTE: Refer to Figure 6, “Drain Pump Strip Circuit” for tests 
and measurements.
IMPORTANT: Drain water from tub before accessing bottom 
of washer.
1. Check for obstructions in the usual areas. Clean and then 

perform step 2.

Figure 6 - Drain Pump Strip Circuit

Main Control Shifter Assy

L1

Main Control

N

J16-3J7-1 J16-2Pin 1Pin 1 Pin 2 Pin 2 J7-3
K7

120VAC 
Motor

Motor Resistance 14 to 25 ohms

Drain Pump Motor Relay

Drain Pump Motor

Approx. Resistance
F°
32
41
50
59
68
77
86
95

104
113
122
131
140
149

Approx. Temperature
THERMISTOR RESISTANCE

C° (KΩ)
1630

5 127
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65

100
79
62
50
40
33
27
22
18
15
12
10
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2. Check the drain pump and electrical connections by 
performing the Drain Test under Manual Overview Test Mode 
on page 9. The following steps assume that this step was 
unsuccessful.

3. Unplug washer or disconnect power.
4. Remove console to access main control. 
5. Visually check that the J16 connector is inserted all the way 

into the main control.
If visual check passes, go to step 6.
If connector is not inserted properly, reconnect J16 and repeat 
step 2.

6. Remove connector J16 from main control. With an ohmmeter,
verify resistance values shown below across the following J16 
connector pinouts:

Resistance should be 14–25 .
  If values are open or out of range, go to step 7.
If values are correct, go to step 11.

7. Tilt washer back to access drain pump. Verify pump is free 
from obstructions.

8.  Visually check the electrical connections at the drain pump.
If visual check passes, go to step 9.
If connections are loose, reconnect the electrical connections 
and repeat step 2.

9.  With an ohmmeter, check harness for continuity between 
the drain pump and main control. See chart below.

If there is continuity, go to step 10.
If there is no continuity, replace the lower machine harness 
and repeat step 2.

10. With an ohmmeter, measure the resistance across the two 
pump terminals. Resistance should be 14–25 .
If values are open or out of range, replace the pump motor.

  If the resistance at the pump motor is correct, go to step 11.
11. If the preceding steps did not correct the drain problem, 

replace the main control. 
a. Unplug washer or disconnect power.
b. Replace the main control.
c. Reassemble all parts and panels.
d. Plug in washer or reconnect power. Calibrate washer 

and perform Quick Overview Test to verify repair.

TEST #8: Lid Lock
Perform the following checks if the washer does not lock 
(or unlock).
1. Perform the Lid Lock test under Manual Overview Test Mode 

on page 9. The following steps assume that this step was 
unsuccessful.

2.  Check lid lock mechanism for obstruction or binding. Repair 
as necessary.

3. Unplug washer or disconnect power.
4. Remove console to access main control.
5. Visually check that the J15 connector is inserted all the way 

into the main control.
If visual check passes, go to step 6.
If connector is not inserted properly, reconnect J15 and 
repeat step 1.

6. Remove connector J15 from main control. With an ohmmeter,
verify lid lock resistance values shown below across the 
following J15 connector pinouts:

If resistance values are good, go to step 7.
If switch measurements do not match the values shown 
in the table for unlocked (or locked) condition, a problem 
exists in the lid lock. Replace the lid lock mechanism.

7. If the preceding steps did not correct the lock problem, 
replace the main control. 

a. Unplug washer or disconnect power.
b. Replace the main control. 
c. Reassemble all parts and panels. 
d. Plug in washer or reconnect power. Calibrate washer 

and perform Quick Overview Test to verify repair.

Component J16 Connector Pinout
Drain Pump J16, 2 & 3

Main Control to Drain Pump
Drain Pump Pin-1 to Main Control J16-3
Drain Pump Pin-2 to Main Control J16-2

Component

Lock Switch
Solenoid J15-1

J15-4J15-3Lock Switch

J15-2J15-3Lid Switch

Contacts
Measured

LID LOCK RESISTANCE

Lid Closed = 0 ohms
Lid Open = Open Circuit

85 to 155 ohms

Locked = 0 ohms
Unlocked = Open Circuit

Resistance

J15-3
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CYCLE TIMING CHARTS
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TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDETROUBLESHOOTING

Vibration or Off-Balance

before calling for technical assistance.

If you experience Possible Causes Solution

Feet may not be in contact with the 

tight against the bottom of the cabinet.

(19 mm) piece of plywood under the washer will reduce sound.

See “Level the Washer” in Installation Instructions.

Load could be unbalanced. Load dry items in loose heaps evenly around basket wall.  
Adding wet items to washer or adding more water to basket 
could unbalance washer and produce poor washingg results.

Avoid washing single items.

Avoid washing bulky oversized, non-absorbent items such as

Sort and load items individually making sure items are not tangled.

Empty pockets before washing. Loose items such as coins  
could fall between basket and tub. It may be necessary to remove
the spin basket in order to remove items making noise..

Washer not level. Water may splash off basket if washer is not level.  
Check that load is not unbalanced or overloaded.

Fill hoses not attached tightly.

Drain hose connection Pull drain hose from washer cabinet and properly secure it to 
drainpipe or laundry tub.

Check household plumbing for leaks 
or clogged sink or drain

Water can backup out of a clogged sink or drainpipe.  Check 
all household plumbing for leaks (laundry tubs, drain pipe, 
water pipes, and faucets.)

Fill hose washers

   Noises

It is normal to hear metal items on clothing such as metal snaps, 
buckles, or zippers touch against the stainless steel basket.  

Objects caught in washer 
drain system.

Clicking or metallic 
noises

Gurgling or humming It is normal to hear the pump making a continuous humming sound

removed during the spin/drain cycles.

Washer may be  
draining water.

Water Leaks

Check the following for 
proper installation:

Do not place tape over or in any way seal off the drain opening.

Improper loading can cause basket to be out of alignment  
and cause water to splash off tub. 

Washer not loaded properly.

Check the following for 
proper installation or 
see “Getting Started” 
section.

Not enough water
in washer

Load not completely covered  
in water.

This is normal operation for an HE low-water washer. The load will
not be completely underwater. The washer senses load sizes and
adds correct amount of water for optimal cleaning.

IMPORTANT: Do not add more water to washer . The added water
lifts the load off the agipellerr, resulting in less cleaning.

Washer not performing as expected

Washer may not be level.

First try the solutions suggested here or visit our website at www.serviceconnections.org, (a password is required).

must be level to operate properly. Jam nutson metal legs must be 

Do not fill over the agipellor cap.
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Electrical Shock Hazard

Plug into a grounded 3 prong outlet.
Do not remove ground prong.
Do not use an adapter.
Do not use an extension cord.
Failure to follow these instructions can
result in death, fire, or electrical shock.

If you experience Possible Causes Solution

Normal washer operation. Lid must be closed for washer to run.

Washer will pause during certain phases of cycle.  
Do not interrupt cycle.

Washer may be stopped to reduce suds.

washer stops working
Check for proper water supply.

inlet valve.

Both Hot and Cold water faucets must be turned on. 

Check that inlet valve screens have not become clogged.

Plug power cord into a grounded 3 prong outlet.

Do not use an extension cord.

M   ake sure there is power to outlet.  

Reset a tripped circuit breaker. Replace any blown fuses.
NOTE: If problems continue, contact an electrician.

Check proper electrical supply.

Washer may be overloaded. Remove several items, rearrange load evenly in  
basket and add detergent. Close lid and press Start.

Do not add more than 1 or 2 additional items after cycle has
started to avoid overloading or unbalancing. 

Not using HE detergent. Only use HE detergent. Suds from regular detergents can slow 
or stop the washer. Always measure detergent and following 
detergent directions based on your load requirements. 

To remove suds, cancel cycle by pressing Start for 8   to 10   sec 

Washer not draining/ 

Washer not performing as expected (cont.)

Do not add more water to the washer. 

then run a cycle without detergent to remove suds.
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Use a cycle with a high spin speed. Cycles with lower spin speeds remove less water than cycles
with high spin speeds. Use the recommended cycle/speed spin
for your garment.

The washer may be overloaded

Small items may have been caught in pump or between basket 
and tub, which can slow draining.

Empty pockets and use garment bags
for small items.

Overloading or unbalanced loads will not allow the washer to
spin correctly, leaving the load wetter than normal.

Washer not draining/ 
spinning, loads are  
still wet

Check plumbing for correct drain  
hose installation. Drain hose extends 
into standpipe farther than 4.5"  
(114 mm).

Check drain hose for proper installation. Use drain hose form  
and securely attach to drainpipe or tub. Do not tape over drain
openingor seal off the drain in any way.
Lower drain hose if the end is higher than 96" (2.4 m) above the 

Wrong or too much detergent  
causing suds to slow or stop  
draining and spinning?

Use only HE detergent. Always measure and follow  
detergent directions for your load.

  
  

To remove suds, cancel cycle by pressing Start for 8   to 10   sec, 
then run a cycle without detergent to remove suds.
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If you experience Possible Causes Solution

First try the solutions suggested here or visit our website at www.whirlpool.com/help 
for assistance and to possibly avoid a service call.  

Not using HE detergent.

Not using correct cycle for fabric type.

Not using dispensers. 

Not washing like colors together.

The suds from regular detergent can prevent washer from  
operating correctly.

Use only HE detergent.

Always measure detergent and follow manufacture’s directions 
based on load size and soil level. 

If available use a higher soil level cycle option and warmer wash 
temperature to improve cleaning.

If using a short Wash cycle, wash only a few items.

Use Whites and Heavy Duty cycle for tough cleaning.

Use dispensers to avoid chlorine bleach and fabric softener 
staining.

Load dispensers before starting a cycle.

Do not add products directly to load.

Wash like colors together and remove promptly after the cycle is 
complete to avoid dye transfer.

Not cleaning or  
removing stains (cont.)

Washer not performing as expected (cont.)

Monthly maintenance not done as  
recommended.

Using wrong or too much detergent.

Run the Clean Washer cycle with AFFRESH™ monthly.  
See Tech Sheet for CLEAN WASHER CYCLE.

Unload washer as soon as cycle is complete.

Use only HE detergent.

Always follow the manufacturer’s directions.

Odors

Empty pockets, zip zippers, and snap or hook fasteners before
washing to avoid snags and tears.

Sharp items were in pockets during 
wash cycle.
Strings and straps could have tangled.

Items may have been damaged before 
washing. Mend rips and broken threads in seams before washing.

Fabric damage can occur if washer is  
overloaded.

Liquid chlorine bleach may have been
added incorrectly.

Do not pour liquid chlorine bleach directly onto load. Wipe up 
bleach spills.

Undiluted bleach will damage fabrics. Do not use more than  
recommended by manufacturer.

Do not place load items on top of bleach dispenser when  
loading and unloading washer.

Garment care instructions may not 
have been followed.

Always read and follow garment manufacturer’s care 
label instructions.

Load garments in loose heaps evenly around the basket wall.

Do not load above the agipeller cap.
Load with dry items only.

Use cycle designed for the fabrics being washed.

Add only 1 or 2 garments after washer is started.

Tie all strings and straps before starting wash load.

Fabric Damage

See: Wrong or too much detergent, on previous page.
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Load is tangling Washer not loaded as recommended. Select a cycle with a slower wash action and spin speed,  
however items will be wetter than those using a higher  
speed spin.

Load garments in loose heaps evenly around the basket wall.  
Do not load above the agipeller cap.

Reduce tangling by mixing types of load items. Use the  
recommended cycle for the type of garments being washed.

If you experience Possible causes Solution

Incorrect or wrong 
wash or rinse  
temperatures

Check for proper water supply. Are hot and cold inlet hoses reversed?

Both hoses must be attached to both washer and faucet, and 

Check that inlet valve screens are not clogged.

Remove any kinks in hoses.

Energy Advantage washers use cooler wash and rinse water  
temperatures than previous designed washers. This includes  
cooler hot and warm washes.

Load not rinsed Check for proper water supply.

First try the solutions suggested here or visit our website at www.whirlpool.com/help 
for assistance and to possibly avoid a service call.  

Washer not performing as expected (cont.)

Energy saving controlled  
wash temperatures.

Are hot and cold inlet hoses reversed?

inlet valve.

Both hot and cold water faucets must be on.

Inlet valve screens on washer maybe clogged.

Remove any kinks in the inlet hose.

Not using HE detergent. The suds from regular detergent can prevent washer  
from operating correctly.

Use only HE detergent.

Always measure detergent and follow detergent directions 
based on load size and soil level. 

Washer not loaded as recommended.

Load garments in loose heaps evenly around the basket wall.

Do not load above the agipeller capt. The w asher will not 
rinse well if overloaded. Load with dry items only.

Use cycle designed for the fabrics being washed.

Add only 1 or 2 garments after washer has started.

Washer not loaded properly.

Washer senses load size and adds correct amount of water. 
This is normal and necessary for clothes to move.

Added water lifts the laundry off the agipeller, resulting in less 
effective cleaning.

Load garments in loose heaps evenly around the basket wall.

Do not load above the agipeller cap.
Load with dry items only.

Add only 1 or 2 garments after washer has started.

Not cleaning or  
removing stains

Wash load not completely  
covered in water.

Added more water to washer.
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TROUBLESHOOTING (continued)

If you experience Possible Causes Solution

Clogged dispensers

Load dispensers before starting a cycle.

It is normal for small amounts of water to be remain in dispenser.

Cooler hot water temperatures can result  in residual powder in the
washer. To avoid, select a warmer wash temperature if possible,
depending on your load.
Use hotter water setting on the water heater when possible.  

Incorrect dispenser 
operation

First try the solutions suggested here or visit our website at www.whirlpool.com/help 
for assistance and to possibly avoid a service call.  

Washer not performing as expected (cont.)

Button sounds are turned off. Button sounds can be turned on or off by pressing and holding
Cycle Signal for 5 seconds. 

No sound when 
buttons are pressed

D   o not put anything but liquid chlorine bleach in the bleach dispenser.

D   ilute fabric softener when using optional fabric softener dispenser.

NOTE:  If the washer condition is not found in this troubleshooting guide, check the tech sheet 
troubleshooting guide section. 
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WIRING DIAGRAM

FOR SERVICE TECHNICIAN’S USE ONLY

DO NOT REMOVE OR DESTROY

Legend

Sets to Pay (jumper loaded) 
or No Pay (jumper removed)

Enables Thermistor (jumper loaded) 
Disables Thermistor (jumper removed)

Enables DOE Rinse (jumper loaded) 
Disables DOE Rinse (jumper removed)

Coin Slide Connection

CCU Connection

Coin Slide Interface Module (Figure 10)
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